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“Hi, Can you hear me clearly?”

Ambient Noise

Ambient Noise

WhisperMask(ours)

In the subway platform(80dB) Microphone Recorded Audio Meeting using WhisperMask

No interference

AirPods Pro2

Figure 1: WhisperMask is a wearable mask-type microphone that captures only the user’s voice even in noisy environments,
such as in subway stations. The audio fromWhisperMask has lower ambient noise(upper middle) than that recorded from
other wearable microphones, such as Apple AirPods Pro2. In indoor setting, the WhisperMask did not pick up background
noises during voice calls.

ABSTRACT
Whispering is a common privacy-preserving technique in voice-
based interactions, but its effectiveness is limited in noisy environ-
ments. In conventional hardware- and software-based noise reduc-
tion approaches, isolatingwhispered speech from ambient noise and
other speech sounds remains a challenge. We thus propose Whis-
perMask, a mask-type microphone featuring a large diaphragm
with low sensitivity, making the wearer’s voice significantly louder
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than the background noise. We evaluated WhisperMask using three
key metrics: signal-to-noise ratio, quality of recorded voices, and
speech recognition rate. Across all metrics, WhisperMask consis-
tently outperformed traditional noise-suppressing microphones
and software-based solutions. Notably, WhisperMask showed a 30%
higher recognition accuracy for whispered speech recorded in an
environment with 80 dB background noise compared with the pin
microphone and earbuds. Furthermore, while a denoiser decreased
the whispered speech recognition rate of these two microphones
by approximately 20% at 30-60 dB noise, WhisperMask maintained
a high performance even without denoising, surpassing the other
microphones’ performances by a significant margin.

WhisperMask’s design renders the wearer’s voice as the dom-
inant input and effectively suppresses background noise without
relying on signal processing. This device allows for reliable voice
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WhisperMask(Ours)

Throat Microphone

Pin Microphone

Earbuds MicrophoneEarbuds Microphone

Mel spectrogram saying “Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic”
Background Noise Level: 30dB Background Noise Level: 80dB

Natural Speech WhisperingNatural Speech Whispering

Figure 2: Mel-spectrogram of the speech ”Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.” Displayed are
two speaking styles: natural speech(left side) and whispered speech(right side) delivered in an environment with varying noise
levels (30 dB and 80 dB) and recorded using different microphones. The topmost Mel spectrogram shows that the proposed
microphone effectively captures whispers at 80 dB noise level.

interactions, such as phone calls and voice commands, in a wide
range of noisy real-world scenarios while preserving user privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the widespread use of smart devices and voice interfaces,
on-the-go communication is becoming increasingly common. Mi-
crophones are now integrated into various wearable devices, such
as AirPods[1], smart watches[47, 48], and smart rings[86]. How-
ever, using these interfaces in noisy environments poses technical
challenges, as the wearer’s voice can be interfered with by other
speakers’ voices and background noise[25]. The existing solutions
to achieve a clear voice input in noisy environments include hard-
ware advancements, such as the development of unidirectional

microphones[4], throat microphones[33], and non-audible murmur
microphones[67], as well as software-based approaches such as
blind source separation (BSS)[10, 64] and speech enhancement[51,
84]. However, these solutions have limitations in terms of weara-
bility, contact noise, and the ability to capture whispered speech
(Table 1). Some products, such as HashMe[31] and Mutalk[32], aim
to capture only the wearer’s voice in noisy environments firmly
attached around the mouth. However, they limit face-to-face con-
versations and they can be bulky. Microphones with built-in ven-
tilation fans[19] have also been proposed, but they generate sig-
nificant noise for those nearby. To address these issues, we pro-
pose WhisperMask, a lightweight mask-type microphone with a
large, soft diaphragmmade of conductive fabric. Unlike the existing
mask-type microphones that are firmly attached around the mouth.
WhisperMask allows for natural breathing and speaking while ef-
fectively suppressing background noise without relying on signal
processing. We evaluate WhisperMask using three metrics, namely,
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), audio quality, and speech recognition
rate, to demonstrate its superior performance compared with that
of conventional noise-suppressive microphones and software-based
solutions. Our main contributions are as follows:

• Development ofWhisperMask, awearable, noise-suppressing
microphone that captures whispered speech in environments
with up to 80 dB ambient noise.

• Acoustic characterization, which revealed thatWhisperMask
provides a 10 dB advantage to the wearer’s voice over any
external noise ranging from 200 Hz to 5 kHz.
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Table 1: Types of microphones based on design principle. WhisperMask is wearable, eliminates background or contact noise,
and capable of capturing whispered voices even in noisy places.

Microphone Principle of Noise Reduction No background noise Wearable No contact noise Whispering

Unidirectional Mic Directional Vibration △ ✓ ✓ ✓
Array Mic Beamforming △ ✓ ✓
Throat Mic Piezoelectric △ ✓
Nam Mic Contact Microphone ⃝ ✓
Earbuds Mic Deep Learning △ ✓ ✓
WhisperMask Large Electlet Diaphragm ⃝ ✓ ✓ ✓

• SNR evaluation, which showed that WhisperMask outper-
forms the existing microphones by 10 dB in environments
with 70 dB noise.

• Audio quality assessment, which demonstrated Whisper-
Mask’s superiority over the other microphones and its com-
parability to noise reduction software.

• Speech recognition evaluation, which showed that Whisper-
Mask achieved a 30% higher recognition rate than a noise
suppression software for both normal and whispered speech
in noisy conditions.

In this study, we explore a new microphone diaphragm shape
and a mask-type interface that captures only the user’s voice with-
out sealing the mouth, enabling reliable voice interactions in noisy
real-world scenarios while preserving user comfort and privacy.
As shown in Fig 2, the proposed WhisperMask effectively captures
both normal speech and whispered speech in high-noise environ-
ments, demonstrating its potential for various voice interaction
applications.

2 RELATEDWORK
Voice interaction is one of themost important interactionmodalities
that people can engage in, and it is used in various applications such
as telephone and online calls, voice command input, and interactive
operation with smart assistants. In these applications, clear speech
input is important; equally important is a stable voice interaction
even in environments where other people are talking or where a
high noise level exists, such as in subways or construction sites.
To achieve clear speech input, many approaches have long been
proposed in the field of speech, signal processing, and interaction,
both from hardware and software perspectives.

One particular approach is increasing the number of micro-
phones, allowing devices to become more directional and select
toward a user’s voice [14]; however, such devices are not suitable to
become wearable due to their large size. In this section, we present
the existing approaches that facilitate voice interaction designed to
be wearable and operate in real-time.

2.1 Wearable noise-suppressing microphones
In terms of hardware technology, noise suppression is achieved by
combining the principles of sound pickup around which various mi-
crophones are designed, including unidirectional microphones [4],
throat microphones [33], NAM microphones [67], and earphone-
type microphones[9].

2.1.1 Unidirectional microphones. Unidirectionalmicrophones, such
as those found in pin microphones and headsets, bear one of the
most readily available noise reduction technologies today. Noise
reduction is achieved by blocking the direction of vibration of the
diaphragm, from the back side and restricting it to one side, thereby
narrowing the directivity to 180 degrees; note that the diaphragm
is found inside the microphone[4]. This allows for strong recording
of sound in a limited direction relative to the microphone, which is
important when multiple speakers are speaking at the same time,
such as in a panel discussion. However, since these microphones
do not limit the distance of sound, background noise cannot be
removed by the microphone by itself, making them unsuitable for
use in noisy environments.

2.1.2 Array microphones. Array microphones are equipped with
multiple microphones, and beamforming[10] is used to narrow
down the direction of arrival of sound by taking advantage of the
time difference between the arrival of emitted sound at each mi-
crophone. This allows the selection of the speaker of an utterance.
However, since multiple microphones which are arranged either
in a circular fashion or in a straight line, are required to narrow
down the direction of sound, using this system in a wearable de-
vice is challenging. Furthermore, even if the direction of arrival of
sound can be estimated, it is not possible to determine whether it
is background noise or not, requiring post-processing to deal with
background noise.

2.1.3 Throat microphones. A throat microphone uses a piezoelec-
tric element to convert the vibrations that appear on the surface
of the neck when a speech is uttered [33]. By attaching the micro-
phone onto the neck and acquiring only the surface sound, only
the wearer’s voice is collected; environmental noise cannot cause
the piezoelectric element to vibrate sufficiently, resulting in a high
immunity to background noise. However, because the device must
be worn tightly around the neck, noise is generated by movements
such as head shaking or nodding. Moreover, because the voice trav-
els through the skin, the formants necessary for speech recognition
are deficient, and thus post-processing is required to ensure audible
and accurate speech recognition[35, 79].

2.1.4 NAM microphones. A NAM microphone works when it is in
direct contact with the skin behind the ear similar to a pharyngeal
microphone; it is an audio input device wherein an omnidirectional
microphone is directly attached to the skin through a silicon [4].
Similar to a pharyngeal microphone, a NAM microphone greatly
reduces the effect of ambient sound[67], but nodding and other
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sounds become noise. However, unlike pharyngeal microphones,
NAM microphones acquire sound by being worn behind the ear,
although both microphones require post-processing such as speech
enhancement[28, 52, 83].

2.1.5 Earbuds with microphone. An earpiece-type microphone that
is inserted into earphones has been proposed, to achieve clear
speech input, with earphones attached to both ears. Earbuds are
also used to collect health information by monitoring exercise and
biometric data [60]. Earpiece microphones are beamformer systems
involving the earphones mounted on both ears, allowing selective
acquisition of the wearer’s voice, moreover, the hardware is open
source, facilitating its faster development [61]. Machine learning
methods have also been proposed to reduce noise from speech
detected in both ears[9]. However, these methods are difficult to
implement for voices that are not produced clearly, such as whis-
pers.

2.2 Software approaches for noise reduction:
speech enhancement and blind source
separation

In the field of speech signal processing, the use of BSS [10, 64]
and speech enhancement[51, 84] have long been proposed. In BSS,
the resolution of the space where voices propagate is increased by
increasing the number of microphones [14], and the independence
of multiple speakers from each other is used as a criterion for source
separation.

In BSS, variousmethods have long been proposed such as increas-
ing the number of microphones to increase the resolution of the
space where voices propagate [14], separating sound sources based
on independence [37], and decomposing matrices into lower dimen-
sional matrices[11, 12]. Other approaches [40, 50] combine these
methods with deep learning. Furthermore, methods for speaker
separation and speech enhancement that operate on small mod-
els have been proposed [18, 68, 70] and they work in real-time.
Real-time sound source separation involves a process known as
short-time Fourier transform (STFT), which achieves a quick de-
composition time. This process, however, reduces the frequency
resolution necessary for high-quality synthesis. To address this
issue, learning methods have been introduced. These methods pro-
pose an evaluation function designed to maximize sound quality,
thereby enhancing synthesis quality[41].

However, these machine learning-based methods demonstrate
a limited generalization performance because they are based on
specific English speaker data sets or specific noise data sets. For
example, if a speaker is placed in front of a person’s mouth and
the exact same voice is played, the voice from the speaker will be
misinput. Also, because the system is optimized for normal speech
data, there are deviations from data in real environments, such as
input from whispered voices or from whispered voices produced in
a noisy environment.

2.3 Silent speech interface for speech
communication

Silent speech, which facilitates interaction with a non-vocal input,
such as lip image recognition as well as with speech, has been

proposed [16, 23]. Silent speech uses not only the voice emitted
from the vocal cords, but also lip image [54, 69, 71], ultrasound
image[15, 30, 39], myoelectricity[34, 80, 81], capacitance[38, 46],
acceleration[29, 36, 59], strain[43], magnetism[87], EEG[8, 55], and
other modalities to measure the human activities leading to speech
recognition. Since these methods do not emit sound, they are suit-
able for use in noisy environments (e.g., where many people are
talking)

However, silent speech input has lexical challenges in that it
is not conversational and it faces interaction challenges such as
wearability and hands-free input. SilentSpeller [38] demonstrates
a high performance in terms of vocabulary but is not very expres-
sive given that the current vocabulary for speech recognition is 9
million words. Meanwhile, a large lip image data is available for lip
image input, that can be used in dark environments or as scalable
command recognition [54], but the limitations of the commands
remain unclear. Moreover, users must face their smartphones to
speak, making hands-free input difficult, which is possible with
voice. Myoelectricity is envisioned for use in actual conversations,
such as synthesizing speech from silent speech [17]. However, my-
oelectricity requires the attachment of myoelectric array electrodes
onto the surface of the face, making it unsuitable for prolonged use,
and it does not take into account the effects of walking and other
movements.

Silent speech with breathing has also been proposed in the
speech modality [24], but it requires learning the interaction of
breathing in; moreover, its vocabulary is smaller than that of the
touch sensors and updated images described above. Input by non-
audible murmur has also been proposed[28, 52, 83], but it has the
problem that noise is generated by the user’s natural movements,
such as nodding or turning around, as well as the noise produced
by touching the NAM microphone, are the identified problems.

2.4 Mask-type interface
The increased use of masks during the COVID-19 pandemic has
led to a surge of interest in exploring their potential as wearable
interfaces. While masks conceal facial expressions thereby posing
a challenge, researchers have proposed methods to capture and
present expressions using photo reflectors, capacitive touch sen-
sors, LEDs, and displays [26, 42, 45, 53]. Furthermore, masks have
been adapted as wearable interfaces for various interactions involv-
ing the face and mouth, including breath detection [44, 74, 75], eye
tracking [5], mouth shape recognition [63, 72], and mask attach-
ment/removal detection using the straps [82].

Notably, masks have been reported to cause voice attenuation,
making speech perception difficult [73, 76]. To address this issue,
researchers have proposed embedding sensors in masks to enable
silent speech recognition [29, 43]. However, these approaches pri-
marily focus on recognizing specific commands for communication
with smart assistants such as Alexa, limiting their applicability for
broader speech recognition and conversation capabilities.

While products such as HushMe [31] and Mutalk [32] offer voice
isolation in noisy environments by fully sealing around the mouth,
they are bulky and are intended primarily for gaming applications,
limiting face-to-face communication. Similarly, microphone devices
with built-in ventilation fans [19], although lightweight and sleek,
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Figure 3: Overview of WhisperMask as a masked microphone. WhisperMask is a mask-type microphone that allows for
hands-free, non-obtrusive input (right). The microphone is sandwiched between the fabric of two non-woven masks (center).
The diaphragm is connected to a microcontroller and can be used on a PC or smartphone via USB or Bluetooth (right).

necessitate constant fan operation to ventilate the sealed area, lead-
ing to considerable noise pollution.

Our proposed solution, WhisperMask, addresses the need for
voice isolation with the use of a single lightweight mask, thus of-
fering a practical alternative. Importantly, the hands-free and non-
obtrusive nature of WhisperMask makes it particularly well-suited
for environments where mask usage remains prevalent, such as op-
erating rooms[66], clean rooms, or other noisy settings where clear
communication is crucial. By effectively suppressing background
noise while preserving user comfort and privacy, WhisperMask
enables reliable voice interactions in these challenging scenarios.

3 WHISPERMASK, AN ELECRET CONDENSER
MICROPHONE(ECM)-BASED MASK-TYPE
MICROPHONE

We propose a wearable mask-typemicrophone calledWhisperMask,
which allows for input even in noisy environments. WhisperMask
is designed based on the principle of the electret condenser mi-
crophone (ECM) and incorporates a vibrating diaphragm designed
using conductive fabric and film.

3.1 Principle: Electret Condenser Microphone
WhisperMask is a microphone designed based on the ECM tech-
nology. An ECM consists of a power supply section and a vibrat-
ing diaphragm, where the diaphragm forms a capacitor with the
electrode, giving rise to a microphone. When a sound causes the
diaphragm to vibrate, the voltage of the capacitor changes, resulting
in a weak voltage that is converted into sound through a field effect
transistor(FET) and through analog-to-digital conversion. In this
study, we propose a novel design of a vibrating diaphragm for ECM,
enabling selectivity toward the speaker’s voice.

3.2 Design of WhisperMask
The diaphragm of our microphone consists of a conductive fabric
electrode and a dielectric plastic film, forming an electret condenser.
The plastic film used is PFA (perfluoroalkoxy polymer), with a

thickness of 12.5 𝜇 m. For wind protection, an adhesive tape was
applied around the film, and a 200 𝜇 m silver-plated polyester cloth
was fixed onto both sides of the tape. This configuration forms
the structure of an electret condenser wherein the electret was
sandwiched between two electrodes.

The diaphragm was connected to an FET, which outputs the
audio signal. Compared with commercially available condenser
microphones, the proposed microphone has a lower voltage value,
which is amplified by a factor of 3 using FETs. Furthermore, the
input signal is connected via Bluetooth to a Bm63 audio system-
on-a-chip (SoC), which is housed in a 6 mm x 5 mm housing and
weighs less than 10g.

After producing the diaphragm and the measuring circuit, we
embedded them in a breathable mask created from a mesh-type fab-
ric. The mask was designed to bear slits to allow for the positioning
and fixation of the diaphragm.

3.3 Patterns of the diaphragm
WhisperMask is a mask-type microphone, which is used by wearing
a mask. However, if the sensor becomes heavy, the mask will shift
and fall off, resulting in decreased recognition. Therefore, in this
study, we prepared three sizes of microphones (20 mm×4 mm, 20
mm×2 mm, and 10 mm×2 mm , Fig. 5), and we embedded them in a
mask for assessment (Fig. 3).

4 FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC OF
WHISPERMASK

Frequency characteristic is one of the most critical aspects of a mi-
crophone, as it determines the microphone’s ability to capture spe-
cific frequencies and to accentuate or attenuate certain frequency
bands. For example, in voice recognition, which is crucial in voice-
based interactions, human speech predominantly falls within the
range of 5 kHz, and a microphone that does not capture this fre-
quency range would make voice recognition extremely challenging.
Additionally, it is important to consider how clearly a signal stands
out against noise, which is measured in terms of SNR. A low SNR
value means that a significant part of the obtained signal is noise,
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Figure 4: Swept-sine wave for measuring impulse response. Five Swept-sine of length 65536 are generated(left). A dummy head
with a voice simulator is provided and the microphones are worn for measurement. The speaker is placed 500 mm away from
the dummy head(upper right). The impulse response is calculated by convolving the signal obtained by preprocessing to detect
Swept-sine with the inverse filter of Swept-sine. (lower right)

making it difficult to capture the desired signal, such as the speaker’s
voice.

4.1 Impulse response with swept-sine
4.1.1 Characteristic of the swept-sine signal. Frequency character-
istics can be measured using the microphone’s impulse response,
which in turn can be measured using various methods, such as
using an impulse wave or white noise. However, the widely em-
ployed method involves swept-sine, a continuous sine wave that
sweeps from low to high frequencies[21]. Swept-sine measurement
provides information across a wide frequency range using a single
signal. It is robust against noise and relatively easy to measure.
Furthermore, the deterministic properties of a swept sine signal
make it less noisy compared with measurement methods involving
white noise. By taking measurements repeatedly, random noise can
be reduced, enabling the acquisition of accurate and reproducible
values. The waveform obtained from swept-sine represents the
convolution of the system’s impulse response and the swept-sine
itself. To obtain the microphone’s impulse response from the ac-
quired signal, an inverse convolution filter can be applied during
the generation of a swept-sine signal (Fig. 4, right).

4.1.2 Design of the swept-sine wave for measurement. A swept-sine
is capable of resolving different frequencies based on the length
of a sample, with longer samples providing higher a frequency
resolution. In this study, we used a sample length of 65536 points to
achieve a frequency resolution of less than 1 Hz when the sampling
frequency was set at 44.1 kHz. The frequency range of the swept-
sine was limited to up to 22.1 kHz, which corresponds to the upper
limit of human auditory perception. As mentioned earlier, repeating
the swept-sine measurement improves the SNR; thus, conducting

multiple measurements is crucial. Therefore, a swept-sine consist-
ing of 65535 samples was created and the process was repeated five
times to generate a single wav file (Fig. 4 left). However, to identify
the starting positions of each swept-sine, a buffer of the same length
as the swept-sine was inserted between consecutive swept-sines.
By including these gaps, the input consisted of five repetitions of
the swept-sine, which was then repeated 10 times, resulting in a
total of 50 measurements of the impulse response. This averaging
process was carried out to assess the system’s noise robustness.
Finally, we use 1/3 octaveband averaging [20] to smoothen the
impulse response.

4.2 Experimental condition
4.2.1 Environmental setup for measuring impulse response. For the
impulse response measurement, a dummy head (SAMAR4700M)
equipped with a mouth simulator was used to mimic human speech
output. The SAMAR4700 complies with the international standards
IEC 60318-7 and ITU-T Rec.P51 for head shape andmouth simulator,
enabling the simulation of human speech for measurements. The
dummy head was positioned on a tripod 40 mm above the floor,
and a speaker that replicates the emitted sound was fixed 50 mm in
front of the dummy head.

The acoustic measurements were conducted in an electromag-
netic anechoic chamber to minimize interference from electromag-
netic waves and certain sound waves. The room was treated with
porous materials to absorb sound, resulting in a room noise of 28.8
dB.

4.2.2 Input signal. During the measurements, a dummy head sim-
ulating human speech and a speaker imitating external noise were
set up. To avoid distortion of the output sound, 80 dB swept-sine
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Figure 5: Sizes of the WhisperMask diaphragm:
20mm×4mm(upper), 20 mm×2mm(center), and 10mm×2
mm(lower)

Figure 6: Impulse response of WhisperMask(10 mm×2
mm)

Figure 7: Impulse response of WhisperMask(20 mm×2
mm)

Figure 8: Impulse response of WhisperMask(20 mm×4
mm)

was output as a human voice from amouth-simulating speaker. Two
swept-sines (80 and 60 dB) were output as background noise from
the external noise speaker (Fig. 4 right upper). These sound levels
were measured with a precision noise system, and the obtained
values fell within an error of 0.1 dB.

4.3 Swept-sine detection
The output of the swept-sine is susceptible to variations in fre-
quency characteristics depending on the properties of the receiving
microphone. In other words, it is impossible to acquire the full range
of frequency bands, and in some cases, only a partial representation
is obtained. However, to accurately measure the impulse response,
determining the timing at which the swept-sine signal begins is cru-
cial. To estimate the start and end times of the swept-sine from the
information obtained within certain frequency bands, the following
approach was employed. Firstly, the swept-sine was decomposed
into individual frequencies at 1 kHz intervals, and the envelope was
acquired. As the swept-sine was output five times with an interval
of one pulse, five rising edges appeared in the frequency regions
where the swept-sine was well represented. By capturing these,
five points were recorded. Dividing the frequencies at intervals of
1 kHz, a maximum of 22 points (22 kHz/1000) was recorded. Using

these points, a linear regression was performed, with the point at
frequency 0 representing the start time and the point at frequency
22000 representing the end time.

4.4 Result for impulse response
The impulse response results are shown in Fig. 6, 7, 8. The blue
line represents the impulse response of the assumed human speech,
played from themouth-simulating speaker of the dummy head, with
80 dB swept-sine. The orange and green lines are both assumed to
be noise and were output at 80 dB and 60 dB, respectively, from the
external speaker.

In each of the three patterns, especially in the frequency band
between 200 Hz and 5 kHz, the output of the dummy head was
approximately 10 dB higher than the outside noise, indicating that
when the same waveform at the same sound pressure is input
inside (dummy head) and outside (noise simulating speaker) the
microphone, the microphone captures the inside sound in more
easily, that is, it reduces noise.
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Figure 9: SNR result for different microphones at 60 dB input

5 EVALUATION: NOISE SUPPRESSING
MICROPHONE

5.1 Evaluating the effect of noise suppression:
SNR measurement

The proposed microphone can capture a speaker’s voice in noisy
environments. To demonstrate this, the SNR was measured. The
SNR was computed by recording the output (N) of the microphone
without supplying input signals from the speaker and by recording
the output (S) when input signals were generated. The root mean
square (RMS) values were then calculated for each microphone
output, and the SNR was determined using 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑆𝑅𝑀𝑆/𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆 )
[7]. SNR evaluation is commonly used to assess the performance
of microphones in noisy environments and is also utilized in array
microphones [6].

5.2 Environmental setup for SNR measuring
For SNR measurement, a dummy head(SAMAR4700M) equipped
with a mouth simulator was used to mimic human speech output.
The SAMAR4700 complies with the international standards IEC
60318-7 and ITU-T Rec.P51 for head shape and mouth simulator,
enabling the simulation of human speech for measurements. The
dummy head was positioned on a tripod 40cm above the floor, and
a speaker that replicates the emitted sound was fixed 50cm in front
of the dummy head.

Acoustic measurements were conducted in an electromagnetic
anechoic chamber to minimize interference from electromagnetic
waves and certain sound waves. The room was treated with porous
materials to absorb sound, resulting in a room noise of 28.8 dB.

The input signal used for the measurement was a 20 Hz–20 kHz
swept-sine to also perform calculations in the full range. The sound
pressure of the signal output from the dummy head was 60 dB,
which is close to that of human speech. Environmental noise was
output from an external speaker in 10 dB increments from 30 dB to

90 dB, with an upper limit of 90 dB based on the characteristics of
the speaker’s output.

Three devices were used for measurements: WhisperMask (10
mmx 4mm), pinmicrophone(PinMic), and throatmicrophone(ThroatMic).
The earbuds with microphone (Airpods) were optimized for human
voices and could not input noise-like waveforms similar to those of
the swept-sine. Each microphone was mounted on a dummy head
in an ideal position on the dummy head.

5.2.1 SNR results for noisy environment. The inputs in the noisy
environment were as follows: the SNR for PinMic and ThroatMic
decreased as the ambient noise increased, whereas that forWhisper-
Mask hardly changed from 30 dB (SNR: 22.2) to 60 dB (SNR: 21.3) of
ambient noise. SNR was calculated as the ratio of the power of the
signal to the power of the noise: 𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑆𝑅𝑀𝑆/𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆 ). And
since the input signal(𝑆𝑅𝑀𝑆 ) is almost constant at 60 dB swept-sine,
from 30 dB to 60 dB. WhisperMask picked up almost no ambient
noise because 𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆 is nearly constant.

The impact of noise on WhisperMask’s performance was greater
when the external noise was higher than 70 dB; at 70 dB, the SNR
for WhisperMask was 17.83, which was 10 dB higher than the SNR
values for PinMic(2.3) and for ThroatMic(5.83).

6 EVALUATION: QUALITY OF THE RECORDED
VOICES

Widely used for voice input and calls, microphones require not
only noise resilience but also high-quality sound during recordings.
We evaluated the sound quality in noisy conditions to compare
WhisperMask not just against existingmicrophones but also against
the performance of conventional microphones following the use of
a noise reduction software.

6.1 Record conditions
The audio recordings used in this study were of five phrases ex-
tracted from the Text Entry dataset[49], and read aloud by four
proficient English speakers (one male and three females). These
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Figure 10: The WebUI used to evaluate the quality of
the recorded audio clips; the metrics were based on
MUSHRA[2]. The participants rated each audio clip on a
scale of 0 to 100. The reference audio clip (top row) had
a high quality and was used as a criterion for selecting
responses. Four of the five test items are recordings cap-
tured in a noisy environment by each device. One test
item is the same as the reference, any participants who
rated this test item as having lower quality than the ref-
erence audio will be judged as less faithful respondents.

Figure 11: Assessment results for the quality of audio
recorded by WhisperMask and other devices in an envi-
ronment with 80 dB background noise. “Pinmic,” “pods,”
and “throat” in the x-axis represent unidirectional pin
microphones, Airpods Pro2, and throat microphones, re-
spectively. The reference is a clear sound recorded in a
quiet environment(30 dB) with a pin microphone.

speakers consented consented to participate in this study and be-
come subjects for data collection, for which they received $20. The
noise level during the recording was 80 dB, and the four micro-
phones used for recording were WhisperMask, unidirectional pin
microphone, earbuds with microphone (Airpods Pro2), and throat
microphone. The reference audio is a clear sound recorded in a
quiet environment (30 dB) with a pin microphone.

To compare with software-based noise reduction, we created
recordings by applying noise removal software to the captured
audio clips. There are two main approaches to noise removal in
noisy environments: noise removal and speech enhancement. These
approaches are not always explicitly compared in speech research.
Therefore, for comparison, we choose one method from each ap-
proach that utilizes a learning-based embedding model for compar-
ison. For speech enhancement, we used a denoiser [18]. Denoiser
is an extension of U-Net [62] and is trained on the noisy speech
dataset [57, 77]. For speech separation, we use a waveformer [78]. A
waveformer is a model that extends CNN to handle sequential data
and is trained to synthesize and separate sounds from a selected
speech dataset [22] and an environmental sound dataset [27].

6.2 MUSHRA: a metrics for evaluating audio
quality

For subjective evaluation of sound quality, the Multiple Stimuli
with Hidden Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) has been proposed.
Compared with Mean Opinion Score(MOS), MUSHRA is defined in
ITU-R BS.1534 and is evaluated on a scale of 0 to 100, allowing for

the evaluation of subtle differences. Multiple test items were pro-
vided to the evaluators among these items is an "anchor" wherein
the sound quality was intentionally reduced to provide a refer-
ence for the quality evaluation. This approach ensures consistent
evaluations [2].

MUSHRA evaluations have been used in a wide range of appli-
cations in speech processing, including noise reduction [3], text-to-
speech synthesis [85], and voice transformation [58]. It was also
been used for evaluations by the participants of an online experi-
ment [65].

6.3 Experimental proceedure
We recruited 25 native English speakers (13 males and 12 females)
aged 18 and above through Mechanical Turk. The audio quality
was evaluated using WebUI, as shown in Fig. 12.

In the WebUI, the participants would rate each audio clip on a
scale of 0 to 100; a high-quality audio clip was provided as a refer-
ence. One of the five choices was the same as the reference, enabling
the identification of less faithful respondents. The participants may
listen to the sound clips as many times as they wished. The average
completion of the participants in the experiment was 49 minutes.
They were compensated $7 for their participation.

6.4 Result of the audio quality evaluation
The results are shown in Fig. 11. “Pinmic,” “pods,” “throat” represent
unidirectional pin microphone, Airpods Pro2, and throat micro-
phone, respectively. The t-test results show that WhisperMask was
superior to Pinmic, pods, and throat at p=5.06E-22, 2.95E-10, and
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Figure 12: Audio quality of the recording captured by
WhisperMask following post-processing with denoiser
[18], a speech enhancement software.

Figure 13: Audio quality of the recording captured by
WhisperMask following post-processing with sepformer
[70], a speech separation software.

1.50E-28 (p<0.05), respectively, and with corresponding effect sizes
of 1.20, 0.75, 1.43 [13].

6.5 Comparison of sound quality with and
without noise reduction

For the experiment, we used MUSURA[2] as a metrics, and we
recruited 25 native English speakers (13 males and 12 females)
aged 18 and above through Mechanical Turk. The results are as
shown in Fig. 11. As mentioned above, "pinmic", "pods", and "throat"
represent unidirectional pin microphones, Airpods Pro2, and throat
microphones, respectively. The t-test result in Fig. 12 show that
WhisperMask was superior to pinmic, pods, and throat, at p=1.31E-
4, 4.51-08, and 1.83E-22 (p<0.05), respectively with corresponding
effect sizes of 0.455, 0.659, and 1.257 [13].

By contrast, when sepformer was used (Fig. 13), pin microphone
was superior toWhisperMask at p=0.02 in t-test (p<0.05) and 0.27 in
effect size. The performance of the other devices (AirPods and throat
microphone) did not statistically differ from that of WhisperMask
(p=0.78, 0.45 in t-test).

Furthermore, the quality of recording captured by WhisperMask
with and without denoiser or sepformer did not significantly differ
(p=0.575>0.05), and it was better than the sound quality obtained
using sepformer (p=8.74E-07<0.05; effect size 0.583

7 EVALUATION: SPEECH RECOGNITION
ACCURACY

Speech input is widely used not only in telephony but also for in-
teractive tasks, such as operating smart assistants and interactive
searching using speech recognition. In this study, we performed
speech recognition using two noise-robust speech recognitionmeth-
ods. Whisper [56] employs an encoder–decoder transformer model
trained through supervised learning.

7.1 Data Collection
Data were collected from 9 participants (mean age 26.2 years; 4
males and 5 females). The participants were asked beforehand to

rate their English proficiency on a 5-point scale, with 3 being the
mean. During data collection, each participant read 20 pre-prepared
phrases collected from the Mackenzie and Soukoref dataset [49].

In the experimental environment, white noise was varied at
40, 60, and 80 dB (denoted as w40, w60, and w80 dB in Fig. 14,
respectively). a30 dB indicates the noise level in the space when no
white noise was being played. During the experiment, two methods
of delivery were used: natural speech and whispered speech. The
three microphones evaluated were WhisperMask, pin microphone,
and earbuds with microphone (AirPods Pro2).

The background noise was played from a laptop and was output
in a stereo; it was measured using a noise system to ensure that
the desired sound pressure was reaching the user’s mouth and then
adjusted to a difference of 0.5 dB or less. Measurements were taken
in a soundproof room where the normal noise level was 30 dB. In
each microphone and noise environment, two types of speech were
used: natural speech and whispered speech

7.2 Analysis
In speech research, speech enhancement methods have been pro-
posed to reduce background noise [51, 84]. In recent years, real-time
noise reduction systems have become highly accurate [51, 84], and
it is already possible to apply noise reduction in microphones, such
as pin microphones and AirPods, to obtain the desired audio qual-
ity. This study examines how much speech recognition accuracy
can be improved relative to the audio quality obtained after apply-
ing real-time denoising to speech recorded with a pin microphone
or AirPods. In a noise-free environment (30 dB), the participants’
average recognition rate for natural speech recorded using pin mi-
crophones and AirPods was over 90%. The voice recognition rate
for throat microphone was significantly lower at 64% compared
with that for the other devices. This discrepancy was attributed to
improper fitting for some participants, leading to their exclusion
from this consideration. Speech recognition was performed using
Whisper large [56], a transformer-based speech recognizer with a
strong language model. Speech recognition was evaluated based
on the percentage of correct answers per character
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Noise Patterns Noise Patterns

Natural Speech Whispering

Figure 14: Results for speech recognition in environments with different noise levels. a30dB indicates a recording environment
without white noise, and w40dB, w60dB, and w80dB indicate a recording environment with a white noise output of 40, 60, and
80 dB, respectively. In natural speech (left), recognition accuracy improved in the following decreasing order: WhisperMask
followed by pin microphone and then by earbuds. A difference of approximately 30% was observed for whispered speech in an
environment with 80 dB background noise (right). Noise reduction by Denoiser [18] did not result in considerable changes in
the recognition accuracy for natural speech but it significantly reduced that for whispered speech.

7.3 Result
The results are shown in Fig. 14; the results for normal and whis-
pered speech are shown on the left and right sides, respectively. For
natural speech recorded with 80 dB background noise, the recog-
nition accuracy for WhisperMask was over 20% higher than that
for pin microphone and earbuds. Notably, under the same noise
condition, the recognition rate for WhisperMask without denoiser
was higher by over 20% than that for the microphones with de-
noiser. The recognition accuracy for whispered speech recorded
in an environment with 80 dB background noise was higher for
WhisperMask by over 30% than that for pin microphone and ear-
buds. After denoiser application, the recognition rate for whispered
speech decreased by approximately 20% in the 30, 40, and 60 dB
environments. This is a significant decrease compared with that
observed for natural speech, indicating that the denoiser is not
well-suited for whispered speech. Moreover, the recognition ac-
curacy for whispered speech recorded in an environment with 80
dB background noise was higher by over 30% for WhisperMask
without denoiser compared with that for pin microphone and ear-
buds, suggesting the superiority of WhisperMask for recognizing
whispered speech in noisy environments.

8 DISCUSSION
8.1 Mechanism of noise reduction
The difficulty of vibration may be one of the reasons behind the
enhanced ability of WhisperMask to input speech in noisy environ-
ments. As shown in Figs. 6–8, despite the 80 dB sound coming from
the dummy head speaker and the noise coming from the speaker,
the maximum input on the microphone side was approximately
40 dB, indicating that a loud sound input is required. This phe-
nomenon is likely because normal human speech is produced at

approximately 60–80 dB, but when a sound source is closer to a
microphone, louder voices are picked up. In fact, when measured at
a distance of about 3 cm using a sound level meter, a normal voice
becomes louder by approximately 80–90 dB. One of the key factors
contributing to noise reduction is that voices are captured more
loudly at a close proximity.

8.2 Issues for daily use
8.2.1 Reusability. Microphones are devices intended for daily use
and must be designed for durability. In this study, we asked nine
users to use the proposed device; they were instructed to put on and
take off their masks for each input session. We observed no perfor-
mance issues related to mask usage. Moreover, the users wore the
device over a woven mask, meaning the device can operate without
direct contact with the mouth. Consequently, the proposed device
was associated with fewer concerns in relation to contamination
and hygiene compared with devices that are attached directly to the
face. Furthermore, the vibrating component of the microphone can
be detached from the circuitry and may be embedded in a protective
material, making it washable without causing any issues.

8.2.2 Noise when walking. We did not evaluate the impact of walk-
ing and other movements on the performance of WhisperMask.
Motion artifacts may possibly introduce noise and affect the de-
vice’s performance. Further investigation is needed to assess the
impact of user movements and develop strategies to avoid any
associated noise.

8.2.3 Blowing wind. iven that voice enters themicrophone through
air transmission, strong winds or turbulent airflow between the
mouth and the microphone can disrupt voice recording. This issue
also affects the performance of ordinary pin microphones, and a
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windshield may be necessary. Although we have not evaluated the
effects of strong winds in this study, we have confirmed that sound
can be collected even when the sensor is placed inside a non-woven
fabric mask, which could provide some protection against wind.

In the future, we intend to further evaluate the impact of user
movements, such as walking, and environmental factors, such as
wind, on the performance of WhisperMask.

9 CONCLUSION
We propose WhisperMask, a mask-type electret condenser micro-
phone that can clearly capture a user’s voice even in noisy envi-
ronments compared with conventional microphones. We demon-
strated WhisperMask’s acoustic characteristics by measuring its
impulse response using swept-sine signals. Furthermore, we eval-
uated WhisperMask based on three key metrics: SNR, quality of
recorded voices, and speech recognition rate. Across these metrics,
WhisperMask significantly outperformed the conventional noise re-
duction methods, which involve either hardware- or software-based
approaches.

The recognition rate for whispered speech recorded in an envi-
ronment with 80 dB background noise was notably higher by over
30% for WhisperMask than that for pin microphones and earbuds.
Moreover, while a denoiser software decreased by approximately
20% the other microphones’ recognition rate for whispered speech
recorded with 30–60 dB background noise, WhisperMask main-
tained a high performance even without denoising, surpassing the
performance of the other microphones by a large margin. These
results highlight WhisperMask’s overwhelming superiority in cap-
turing whispered speech under noisy conditions.

In conclusion, WhisperMask represents a significant advance-
ment in the wearable microphone technology. By effectively ad-
dressing the challenge of capturing clear voice input, especially
whispered speech, in high-noise environments,WhisperMask opens
new possibilities for enhanced communication and interaction
across a wide range of voice-based applications while preserving
user privacy. Its lightweight mask-type form factor and exceptional
noise suppression capabilities make it a promising tool for various
real-world scenarios requiring reliable voice input.
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